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(54) HEAT RECLAIM FOR A  MULTIFUNCTION HEAT PUMP AND A MUNTIFUNCTION AIR 
CONDITIONER

(57) The present invention relates to a heat reclaim
arrangement for a multifunction air conditioner which per-
forms multiple operating modes such as cooling mode,
cooling with water heating mode, water heating mode,

and defrost function that is suitable for cold climate ap-
plication. Refrigerant circuits with simple arrangements
are provided to form the above arrangements.
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Description

Field of invention

[0001] The present invention relates generally to a mul-
tifunction heat pump and a multifunction air-conditioner
that are operable with multiple operating modes which
include defrost function.

Background of the Invention

[0002] The primary difference between air conditioners
and heat pumps is heat pumps can provide both cooling
and heating whereas air conditioner can provide cooling
but not heating. A straightforward workshop modification
can turn an air conditioner into a heat pump, or vice versa.
[0003] Multifunction heat pumps and multifunction air-
conditioners are typically configured with components
such as a compressor, heat-exchangers and valves such
as solenoid valves, check valves, four way valves, and
expansion valves. The components are interconnected
to one another via tubes forming a refrigerant circuit. A
refrigerant circuit may adopt different number of compo-
nents and routes.
[0004] In low ambient temperature or cold climate, an
outdoor heat exchanger may subject to frost. The frost
may form on the surface of the heat exchanger. The for-
mation of frost may decrease the performance of the heat
pumps or air-conditioners.
[0005] Reclaiming heat from a condenser of an air con-
ditioner or heat pump to provide hot water is known. Con-
ventionally, the multifunction air conditioners and multi-
function heat pumps combine the multiple operating
modes into a single refrigerant circuit system.
[0006] Several multifunction heat pump systems are
disclosed in CN101231053 (A), CN101504211 (A),
CN101504212 (A), and CN201043824 (Y). The disclo-
sures teach that in order to perform multiple operating
modes, multiple solenoid valves are used. The use of
solenoid valves would increase the cost for manufactur-
ing multifunction heat pump units.
[0007] CN201028886 (Y) and CN101231053 (A) dis-
close a multifunction heat pump system in which the heat
reclaim heat exchanger at the compressor discharges
without any valves in between. This type of system would
only be able to reclaim partial of the condenser heat and
therefore it requires a longer time to provide hot water
as compared to the system of the present invention.
[0008] CN101231053 (A) teaches that the fan speed
of the outdoor condenser be reduced. While hot water is
not consumed during cooling demand is continued, hot
water in the heat reclaim heat exchanger will cause the
system efficiency to drops even fan speed of additional
condenser is proposed to increased due to the hot water
produce by the heat reclaim heat exchanger becomes
additional load to the system. This problem can be solved
by bypass heat reclaim heat exchanger as adopted in
the present invention.

[0009] The above disclosures do not teach how defrost
function can be performed to overcome frost problem of
the outdoor heat exchanger in cold climate or low tem-
perature condition. The refrigerant circuits disclosed in
the disclosures do not allow defrost function to be per-
formed during water heating and/or heating with water
heating modes. It appears that the above systems are
not suitable for country with low ambient temperature or
cold climate where the requirement for hot water and
defrost function and equally important and essential.
[0010] The present invention provides a defrost func-
tion during water heating mode and/or heating with water
heating mode by incorporating a refrigerant circuit that
is arranged in a manner that a simple refrigerant circuit
can be attained and operable with defrost function that
is suitable for cold climate application.

Summary of the Invention

[0011] According to the present invention, a heat re-
claim of a multifunction heat pump which operates with
multiple operating modes which are

a) cooling
b) heating
c) water heating
d) cooling with water heating (full heat reclaim)
e) cooling with water heating (partial heat reclaim)
f) heating with water heating
g) defrost function

[0012] The refrigerant circuit of the multifunction heat
pump is configured without the use of solenoid valve in
order to provide simple and economical solution to the
manufacture of multifunction heat pumps. Furthermore,
without solenoid valve, low noise operation can be at-
tained.
[0013] The refrigerant circuit comprises an outdoor
heat exchanger which functions as evaporator during wa-
ter heating mode and heating with water heating mode
to defrost any frost formed over the surface of the heat
exchanger. The four-way valve is switched to allow the
refrigerant to flow toward the outdoor heat exchanger to
perform the defrost function.
[0014] A heat exchanger with a water tank is arranged
to be connected in series to an air-cooled condenser to
reclaim waste heat for heating water. The heat exchanger
acts as an additional condenser. This configuration al-
lows cooling with water heating mode with higher energy
efficiency compared to conventional air conditioner (i.e.
without heat reclaim system). During cooling with water
heating mode, the duration for providing hot water can
be expedited by switching off the outdoor fan equipped
with the outdoor heat exchanger to allow more heat to
be transferred to the water.
[0015] When hot water is needed, the multifunction
heat pump will be operated in water heating mode in
which during this mode the system does not provide cool-
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ing and defrost function will be performed at the outdoor
heat exchanger. This is performed by switching two four-
way valves in the system. Both heating mode and heating
with water heating mode provide indoor heating.
[0016] According to the present invention, a heat re-
claim of a multifunction air conditioner which operates
with multiple operating modes which are

a) cooling
b) cooling with water heating
c) water heating
d) defrost function

[0017] A heat exchanger with a water tank is arranged
to be connected in parallel to an air-cooled condenser to
reclaim waste heat for heating water. The heat exchanger
with water tank acts as an alternative condenser when
ambient temperature of the air cooled condenser is high
in order to achieve better energy efficiency. This config-
uration allows cooling with water heating mode. During
cooling with water heating mode, the duration for provid-
ing hot water can be expedited since full condenser heat
is being reclaimed. This is performed by switching off the
outdoor fan equipped with the outdoor heat exchanger
to allow more heat to be transferred to the water.
[0018] When hot water is needed, the multifunction air-
conditioner will be operated in water heating mode in
which during this mode the system does not provide cool-
ing and defrost function will be performed at the outdoor
heat exchanger. This is performed by switching the four-
way valve in the system.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0019] The present invention will be further described
by way example only with reference to the accompanying
drawings, in which:

FIG. 1 shows a schematic diagram of a refrigerant
circuit of a multifunction heat pump according to
present invention.

FIG. 2 shows a refrigerant flow direction in the re-
frigerant circuit as shown in Fig. 1 during cooling only.
(The indoor heat exchanger acts as an evaporator
while the outdoor heat exchanger acts as a condens-
er)

FIG. 3 shows a refrigerant flow direction to operate
in cooling with heat reclaim mode, which means in-
door heat exchanger acts as evaporator for space
cooling while heat rejected to the water in a water
tank through heat reclaim heat exchanger and out-
door heat exchanger acts as a condenser.

FIG. 4 shows a refrigerant flow direction to operate
in heating mode, which means indoor heat exchang-
er function as condenser for space heating while out-

door heat exchanger function as evaporator.

FIG. 5 shows a refrigerant flow direction in heat with
water heating mode or water heating mode only to
heat up water in the water tank meanwhile outdoor
heat exchanger perform as evaporator and indoor
heat exchanger perform as condenser during heat-
ing capacity requirement for indoor space. When no
space heating is required, heat is fully rejected
through water tank.

Fig. 6 shows a schematic diagram of a refrigerant
circuit of a multifunction air conditioner according to
the present invention.

Fig. 7 shows a refrigerant flow direction in the refrig-
erant circuit shown in Fig. 6 during cooling only
mode. (The indoor heat exchanger acts as an evap-
orator while the outdoor heat exchanger acts as a
condenser)

Fig. 8 shows a refrigerant flow direction in the refrig-
erant circuit shown in Fig. 6 during cooling with water
heating. (The indoor heat exchanger acts as an
evaporator and the heat exchanger with tank acts
as a condenser that releases heat to water in tank.)

Fig. 9 shows a refrigerant flow direction in the refrig-
erant circuit shown in Fig.6 during water heating
mode (The outdoor heat exchanger acts as evapo-
rator)

Fig. 10 shows a refrigerant flow direction in the re-
frigerant circuit shown in Fig. 6 during defrost func-
tion. (Refrigerant flows in reverse direction of water
heating mode).

Detailed Description of the Embodiments of the In-
vention

[0020] FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram of a refrigerant
circuit of a multifunction heat pump according to the
present invention. The circuit comprises:

a) an indoor air-cooled heat exchanger (13),
b) an outdoor air-cooled heat exchanger (5),
c) a water-cooled heat exchanger (20) with a water
tank (9),
d) a compressor (1),
e) an expansion valve. (18),
f) a first (3) and a second (4) four-way valves, and
g) a first and a second check valves (16, 17) wherein
the components are interconnected to form the re-
frigerant circuit

[0021] According to the present invention, the refriger-
ant circuit as shown in Fig. 1 is operable to perform mul-
tiple operating modes which are
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a) cooling
b) heating
c) water heating
d) cooling with water heating (full heat reclaim)
e) cooling with water heating (partial heat reclaim)
f) heating with water heating
g) defrost function

[0022] The compressor (1) for compressing and circu-
lating the refrigerant in the refrigerant circuit is connected
to an accumulator (2) via a suction side of the compressor
(1). A discharge pipe of the compressor (1) is connected
to a "D" port of the first four-way valve (3). A "C" port of
the first four-way valve (3) is connected to the "D" port of
the second four ways valve (4). A "C" port of the second
four-way valve (4) is connected to the outdoor air-cooled
heat exchanger (5).
[0023] The outdoor heat exchanger (5) is cooled by air
blown by an outdoor fan (6). An outdoor air sensor (7) is
provided at the upstream of outdoor air flow for measuring
outdoor ambient temperature. A sensor that can be re-
ferred to as outdoor heat exchanger sensor (8) is provid-
ed at the outdoor heat exchanger (5) to determine frost
condition on the outdoor heat exchanger (5). Based on
the outdoor heat exchanger sensor (8), the system will
determine whether defrost function need to be per-
formed.
[0024] A "E" port of the first four-way valve (3) is con-
nected to a heat reclaim heat exchanger (20). The heat
reclaim heat exchanger (20) is cooled by water. The heat
exchanger (20) includes but not limited to a heat ex-
changer with a water tank. It can be a plate heat exchang-
er, a tube heat exchanger or any water cooled heat ex-
changer.
[0025] A cold water inlet pipe (10) and a hot water outlet
pipe (11) are connected to a water tank (9) wherein the
pipes are connected to a water supply circuit of a building.
A water tank sensor (12) is provided in the water tank (9)
to measure the water temperature and the ambient tem-
perature of the heat reclaim heat exchanger (20). Based
of the measurement, a controller will determine operation
of system to achieve desired pre-set temperature.
[0026] An indoor heat exchanger (13) is provided with
an indoor fan (14) and an indoor air sensor (15) for meas-
uring a room temperature. Preferably, the indoor air sen-
sor (15) is installed adjacent to an indoor return air.
[0027] At least a first (16) and a second (17) check
valves are provided on the refrigerant circuit of the sys-
tem. An inlet port of the first check valve (16) is connected
to the "C" port of the first four-way valve (3). An outlet
port of the first check valve (16) is connected with an
outlet port of the second check valve (17). An inlet port
of the second check valve (17) is connected to the heat
reclaim heat exchanger (20).
[0028] A connecting pipe from outdoor heat exchanger
(5) is connected to an electronic expansion device (18).
A balance port of the electronic expansion valve (18) is
connected to liquid receiver (19). The liquid receiver (19)

is then connected to the indoor heat exchanger (13). A
connecting pipe from the indoor heat exchanger (13) is
connected to a "S" port of the second four-way valve (4)
to allow the refrigerant to flow back to the accumulator (2).

Cooling Mode

[0029] FIG. 2 shows the refrigerant flow direction dur-
ing cooling only mode for the multifunction heat pump.
During cooling only mode, a pressurized hot refrigerant
will flow from the compressor (1) to the first four-way valve
(3) and to the second four-way valve (4), and then to the
outdoor heat exchanger (5) where heat from the refrig-
erant will be rejected wherein both first and second four-
way valves (3) and (4) are de-energized to allow refrig-
erant to flow from port "D" to port "C".
[0030] The condensed liquid refrigerant then will flow
to an electronic expansion device (18) resulting a cold
refrigerant. The cold refrigerant will flow via the liquid
receiver (19) and flow to the indoor heat exchanger (13)
for cooling a space or room. The refrigerant will flow back
to the accumulator (2) and compressor (1). This cycle
continues to provide cooling.

Cooling with Water Heating Mode (Partial and Full Heat 
Reclaim)

[0031] FIG. 3 describes a refrigerant flow direction in
cooling with water heating mode for multifunction heat
pump. During cooling with water heating mode, the first
four-way valve (3) is energized (i.e. power is supplied)
to allow the refrigerant to flow from the compressor (1)
to the heat reclaim heat exchanger (20) with the water
tank (9) where partial condenser heat is rejected to the
water. The water tank (9) is provided with an outlet pipe
(11) for channelling out hot water from the water tank (9)
and an inlet pipe (10) for refilling the water tank (9) with
water. The refrigerant will flow via the second check valve
(17) to the second four-way valve (4). The second four-
way valve (4) is de-energized (i.e. power is not supplied)
to allow the refrigerant to flow from the heat reclaim heat
exchanger (20) to the outdoor heat exchanger (5). Re-
maining heat in the refrigerant is rejected at the outdoor
heat exchanger (5). The condensed liquid refrigerant
then will flow via the expansion valve (18) and expanded
to a low pressure cold refrigerant. The cold refrigerant
will flow via the liquid receiver (19) and then will flow to
the indoor heat exchanger (13) for cooling the space ac-
cording to the desired pre-set temperature. This cooling
with partial heat reclaim mode uses both heat reclaim
heat exchanger (20) and the outdoor heat exchanger (5)
as condensers to maximize system efficiency.
[0032] If hot water with a higher temperature is re-
quired, a control system of the multifunction heat pump
will switch off the outdoor fan (6) so that heat from the
refrigerant will not be rejected at the outdoor heat ex-
changer (5). Therefore the heat reclaim heat exchanger
(20) will reject more heat to the water. This cycle is per-
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formed for cooling with full heat reclaim mode.

Heating Mode

[0033] FIG. 4 shows a refrigerant flow direction during
heating only mode for multifunction heat pump. During
heating only mode, a pressurized hot refrigerant will flow
from the compressor (1) to the first (3) and second (4)
four-way valves, and then to the indoor heat exchanger
(13) to provide heating to the room. The first four-way
valve (3) is de-energized to allow refrigerant to flow from
port "D" to "C" and the second four-way valve (4) is en-
ergized to allow the refrigerant to flow from port "D" to
"E". The cold refrigerant will flow via the liquid receiver
(19) to the electronic expansion device (18) where the
condensed liquid refrigerant will be expanded. The re-
frigerant then will flow to the outdoor heat exchanger (5)
to absorb heat from the surrounding. Then, the refrigerant
will flow back to the accumulator (2) and compressor (1).
The cycle continues to provide heating.

Water Heating Mode

[0034] During cold ambient temperature or cold con-
dition, cooling may not be required. If hot water is re-
quired, the water heating mode can be operated by the
system. FIG. 5 shows a refrigerant flow direction during
water heating mode for multifunction heat pump in which
the outdoor heat exchanger (5) acts as an evaporator.
The first (3) and second (4) four-way valve are energized
in this operating mode. The refrigerant will flow from the
compressor (1) to the heat reclaim heat exchanger (20)
to reject heat to the water. The refrigerant will flow through
a check valve (17) to the second four-way valve (4), and
then to the indoor heat exchanger (13). The indoor fan
(14) will stop operate during this mode. The condensed
liquid refrigerant will flow via a liquid receiver (19) to the
expansion valve (18). The cold refrigerant then will flow
to the outdoor heat exchanger (5) and acts as an evap-
orator. The water tank sensor (12) provided at the water
tank (9) will provide feedback to the controller to allow
the compressor (1) to operate if the water temperature
in the tank is lower than the set temperature.

Heating with Water Heating Mode

[0035] If hot water and space heating are required, the
system will operate in heating with water heating mode.
During this mode, indoor fan (14) will operate to reject
heat from indoor heat exchanger (13) for space heating.

Defrost Function

[0036] Some country may experience low ambient
temperature. Frost may be formed on the surface of the
outdoor heat exchanger (5) while water heating mode or
heating with water heating mode operation in low ambi-
ent. When the outdoor heat exchanger sensor (8) meas-

ures a temperature below a certain temperature, signal
will be sent to the controller to allow the system to perform
defrost function.
[0037] During defrost function; the refrigerant will flow
following the same direction as in cooling only mode
where a pressurized hot refrigerant will flow from the com-
pressor (1) to the first four-way valve (3) and to the second
four-way valve (4), and then to the outdoor heat exchang-
er (5) where heat from the refrigerant will be rejected
wherein both first and second four-way valves (3) and
(4) are de-energized to allow refrigerant to flow from port
"D" to port "C".
[0038] FIG. 6 is a schematic diagram of a refrigerant
circuit of a multifunction air conditioner according to the
present invention. The circuit comprises:

a) an indoor air-cooled heat exchanger (105),
b) an outdoor air-cooled heat exchanger (107),
c) a water-cooled heat exchanger (104) with a water
tank (122),
d) a compressor (101),
e) an expansion valve (109),
f) a four-way valve (103),
g) first, second, third and four solenoid valves
(110,111,112, 113)
h) temperature sensors (114, 115, 116, 117)

[0039] According to the present invention, the refriger-
ant circuit as shown in Fig. 6 is operable to perform mul-
tiple operating modes which are

a) cooling
b) cooling with water heating
c) water heating
d) defrost function

[0040] The compressor (101) for compressing and cir-
culating the refrigerant in the refrigerant circuit is con-
nected to an accumulator (102) at a suction side of the
compressor (101). A discharge pipe of the compressor
(1) is connected to a "D" port of a four-way valve (103).
A "C" port of the first four-way valve (103) is connected
to an outdoor air-cooled heat exchanger (107).
[0041] The outdoor heat exchanger (107) is cooled by
air blown by an outdoor fan (108). A outdoor air sensor
(114) is provided at the upstream of outdoor air flow for
measuring outdoor ambient temperature. A sensor that
can be referred to as outdoor heat exchanger sensor
(115) is provided at the outdoor heat exchanger (107) to
determine frost condition on the outdoor heat exchanger
(107). Based on the outdoor heat exchanger sensor
(115), the system will determine whether defrost function
need to be performed.
[0042] A "E" port of the first four-way valve (103) is
connected to a heat reclaim heat exchanger (104). The
heat reclaim heat exchanger (104) is cooled by water.
The heat exchanger (104) includes but not limited to a
heat exchanger with a water tank (122). It can be a plate
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heat exchanger, a tube heat exchanger or any water
cooled heat exchanger.
[0043] A cold water inlet pipe (120) and a hot water
outlet pipe (121) are connected to a water tank (122)
wherein the pipes are connected to a water supply circuit
of a building. A water tank sensor (116) is provided in the
water tank (122) to measure the water temperature and
the ambient temperature of the heat reclaim heat ex-
changer (107). Based on the measurements by the sen-
sor, a controller will determine operation to achieve de-
sired pre-set temperature.
[0044] An indoor heat exchanger (105) is provided with
an indoor fan (114) and an indoor air sensor (117) for
measuring a room temperature. Preferably, the indoor
air sensor (117) is installed adjacent to an indoor return
air.
[0045] At least four solenoid valves (110, 111, 112,
113) are provided on the refrigerant circuit. The first so-
lenoid valve (110) is connected to the outdoor heat ex-
changer (107) at one side and the second solenoid valve
(111) at the other side. One side of the second solenoid
valve (111) is connected to an electronic expansion valve
(109). A balance port of the electronic expansion valve
(109) is connected to a junction that connects the expan-
sion valve (109) to the third (112) and fourth (113) sole-
noid valve. The third solenoid valve (112) is connected
to a heat reclaim heat exchanger (104). The balance port
of the second (111) and fourth solenoid valve (113) are
connected to the indoor heat exchanger (105). The in-
door heat exchanger (105) is connected to a "S’ port of
the four way valve (103) and to the accumulator (102).

Cooling Mode

[0046] FIG. 7 shows a refrigerant flow direction during
cooling only mode for multifunction air conditioner. Dur-
ing cooling only mode, a pressurized hot refrigerant will
flow from the compressor (101) to the four-way valve
(103) and then to the outdoor heat exchanger (107)
where heat from the refrigerant will be rejected wherein
the four-way valve (103) is de-energized to allow refrig-
erant to flow from port "D" to port "C".
[0047] The condensed liquid refrigerant then will flow
to the first solenoid valve (110) and then to an electronic
expansion device (109) in which the second and third
solenoid valves (111, 112) are closed, and the fourth so-
lenoid valve is opened to allow cold refrigerant to flow to
indoor heat exchanger (105) to provide cooling to the
room. The refrigerant will flow back the accumulator (102)
and compressor (101). This cycle continues to provide
cooling.

Cooling with Water Heating Mode

[0048] FIG. 8 shows a refrigerant flow direction during
cooling with water heating mode for multifunction air con-
ditioner. During cooling with water heating mode, the
four-way valve (103) is energized to allow the refrigerant

to flow from the compressor (101) to the heat reclaim
heat exchanger (104) with the water tank (122) where
condenser heat is rejected to and absorbed by the water.
The water tank (122) is provided with an outlet pipe (121)
for channeling out hot water from the water tank (122)
and an inlet pipe (120) for refilling the water tank (109)
with water. The refrigerant will flow via the third solenoid
valve (112) to the electronic expansion device (109) re-
sulting low pressure refrigerant. The first solenoid valve
(110) is closed to block flow to the outdoor heat exchang-
er (107) and the second solenoid valve (111) is opened
to allow the cold refrigerant to flow to the indoor heat
exchanger (105) for space cooling. The outdoor fan (108)
is operated to blow the indoor heat exchanger.
[0049] Users have the option whether to choose to use
heat rejected by the system to heat water and store hot
water in the tank or reject the heat to the surrounding.
Heat exchanger with colder ambient will allow the com-
pressor to operate at lower discharge pressure and there-
fore lowering the power input to the system.

Water Heating Mode

[0050] If hot water with a higher temperature is re-
quired, the multifunction air conditioner will operate in
water heating mode. Fig. 9 shows a refrigerant flow di-
rection during water heating mode. The four-way valve
(103) is energized to allow the refrigerant to flow from
compressor (101) to heat reclaim heat exchanger (104)
where heat will be rejected. The third and first solenoid
valves (112, 110) are opened while the second and fourth
solenoid valves (111, 113). Condensed liquid refrigerant
will flow via the third solenoid valve (112) to the electronic
expansion valve (109). The cold refrigerant is directed to
the outdoor heat exchanger (107) to perform as an evap-
orator. This performs as a water heater with high efficien-
cy compared to electric heating.

Defrost Function

[0051] Some country may experience low ambient
temperature. Frost may be formed on the surface of the
outdoor heat exchanger (107) while water heating mode
or heating with water heating mode operation in low am-
bient. When an outdoor coil sensor measures a temper-
ature below a certain temperature, signal will be sent to
the controller to allow the system to perform defrost func-
tion.
[0052] FIG. 10 shows a refrigerant flow direction during
defrost function which is in reverse direction of water
heating mode as shown in Fig. 9. The third and first so-
lenoid valves (112, 110) are opened while the second
and fourth solenoid valves (111, 113) are closed. This
four-way valve (103) is de-energized to reverse the flow
direction as performed during water heating mode. Re-
frigerant from compressor (101) will flow to the outdoor
heat exchanger (107), hence melting the frost on outdoor
heat exchanger (107). Then, it flows to heat reclaim heat
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exchanger (104) through first solenoid valve (110), ex-
pansion valve (109), and third solenoid valve (112). From
the heat reclaim heat exchanger (104), the refrigerant
flows to four way valve (103) entering port "E" to "S" and
flows back to the accumulator (102) and compressor
(101).
[0053] When frost is cleared, outdoor coil temperature
will increase and this will be detected by the outdoor heat
exchanger sensor (115) and consequently stop the de-
frost operation.
[0054] The invention further comprises the following
embodiments, presented as numbered aspects.
[0055] In a first aspect, there is provided a heat reclaim
arrangement for a multifunction heat pump comprising:

a water-cooled heat exchanger;
an indoor air-cooled heat exchanger;
an outdoor air-cooled heat exchanger;
an expansion valve with a liquid receiver connecting
the indoor and outdoor heat exchangers;
a compressor comprising a suction side and a dis-
charge pipe for circulating a refrigerant;
a first four-way valve comprising D, C, S and E ports;
a second four-way valve comprising D, C, S and E
ports;
a first and second check valves
wherein the suction side of the compressor is con-
nected to an accumulator and the discharge pipe is
connected to the D port of the first four-way and its
C port is connected to the D port of the second four-
way valve and its C port is connected to the outdoor
heat exchanger;
wherein the E port if the first four-way valve is con-
nected to the water-cooler heat exchanger to allow
the water to absorb heat rejected by the exchanger;
wherein the indoor heat-exchanger is connected to
E port of the second four-way valve to allow refrig-
erant to flow back to the accumulator;
wherein the connection between the components
forming a refrigerant circuit that is operable for cool-
ing, heating, water heating and defrost functions.

[0056] In a second aspect, there is provided a heat
reclaim arrangement according to the first aspect, where-
in the first check valve is disposed within the connect
between the first four-way valve and second four-way
valve; and the second check valve is connected to the
water-cooled heat exchanger and to the connection be-
tween first four-way valve and second four-way valve at
a junction.
[0057] In a third aspect, there is provided a heat reclaim
arrangement according to the first aspect, wherein the
refrigerant circuit includes
an outdoor heat exchanger sensor disposed at the out-
door heat exchanger to determine frost condition on the
outdoor heat exchanger;
an outdoor air sensor disposed at the upstream of air
flow of the outdoor heat exchanger for measuring outdoor

ambient temperature;
an outdoor air sensor disposed at the upstream of air
flow of the indoor heat exchanger for measuring room
temperature; and
[0058] In a fourth aspect, there is provided a heat re-
claim arrangement according to the first aspect, wherein
the water-cooled heat exchanger includes a water tank
and a water tank sensor is disposed in the water tank for
measuring water temperatures.
[0059] In a fifth aspect, there is provided a heat reclaim
arrangement according to the first aspect, wherein de-
frost function is operable by de-energizing first four-way
valve and second four-ways valve to allow hot refrigerant
to flow from the compressor to the outdoor heat exchang-
er that subject to frost in cold climate.
[0060] In a sixth aspect, there is provided a heat re-
claim arrangement according to the first aspect, wherein
cooling and water heating function is operable by ener-
gizing the first four-way valve, de-energizing four-ways
valve, and switching off a fan provided at the outdoor
heat exchanger for full heat reclaim function.
[0061] In a seventh aspect, there is provided a heat
reclaim arrangement according to the first aspect, where-
in cooling and water heating is operable by energizing
the first four-way, de-energizing the second our-ways
valve, and switching on a fan provided at the outdoor
heat exchanger for partial heat reclaim function.
[0062] In an eighth aspect, there is provided a heat
reclaim arrangement according to the first aspect, where-
in heating is operable by de-energizing a first four-way
valve and energizing a second four-way valve.
[0063] In a ninth aspect, there is provided a heat re-
claim arrangement according to the first aspect, wherein
heating and water heating function is operable by ener-
gizing a first four-ways valve and a second four-way
valve, and operating a fan provided at the indoor heat
exchanger.
[0064] In a tenth aspect, there is provided a heat re-
claim arrangement according to the first aspect, wherein
water heating function is operable by energizing a first
four-ways valve and a second four-way valve, and
switching off a fan provided at the indoor heat exchanger.
[0065] In an eleventh aspect, there is provided a heat
reclaim arrangement according to the first aspect, where-
in the water-cooled heat exchanger includes a water tank
and a water tank sensor is disposed in the water tank for
measuring water temperature.
[0066] In an twelfth aspect, there is provided a heat
reclaim arrangement for a multifunction air conditioner
comprising:

an indoor air-cooled heat exchanger,
an outdoor air-cooled heat exchanger,
a water-cooled heat exchanger with a water tank,
a compressor comprising a suction side and a dis-
charge pipe for
circulating a refrigerant;
an expansion valve,
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a four-way valve,
first, second, third an fourth solenoid valves;
wherein the suction side of the compressor is con-
nected to an accumulator and the discharge pipe is
connected to the D port of the four-way and its C port
is connected to the outdoor heat exchanger;
wherein the water-cooled heat exchanger is con-
nected to E port and the third solenoid valve;
wherein the outdoor heat exchanger in connected to
the first solenoid valve and the second solenoid
valve;
wherein the second solenoid valve is connected to
an electronic expansion valve having a balance port
that is connected to a junction that connected the
expansion valve to the third and fourth solenoid
valve;
wherein a balance part of the second and fourth so-
lenoid valve are connected to the indoor heat ex-
changer and the indoor heat exchanger is connected
to a "S" port of the four way valve and to the accu-
mulator,
wherein the connection between the components
forming a refrigerant circuit that is operable for cool-
ing, water heating and defrost functions.

[0067] In a thirteenth aspect, there is provided a heat
reclaim arrangement according to the twelfth aspect,
wherein
an outdoor heat exchanger sensor is provided at the out-
door heat exchanger to determine frost condition on the
outdoor heat exchanger,
an outdoor air sensor disposed at the upstream of air
flow of the outdoor heat exchanger for measuring ambi-
ent temperature;
an indoor air sensor disposed at the upstream of air flow
of the indoor heat exchanger for measuring room tem-
perature.
[0068] In a fourteenth aspect, there is provided a heat
reclaim arrangement according to the twelfth aspect,
wherein water heating mode is operation by energizing
the four-way valve and by opening the third and first so-
lenoid valves and by closing the second and fourth so-
lenoid valves; and wherein defrost function during water
heating mode is operable by de-energizing the four-way
valve and by opening the third and first solenoid valves
and by closing the second and fourth solenoid valves.
[0069] In a fifteenth aspect, there is provided a heat
reclaim arrangement according to the twelfth aspect,
wherein cooling and water heating is operable by ener-
gizing the four-way valve, open the third and second so-
lenoid valves and close first and fourth solenoid valves;
or wherein cooling is operable by de-energizing the four-
way valve, open the first and the fourth solenoid valves
and close second and third solenoid valves.

Claims

1. Heat reclaim arrangement for a multifunction air con-
ditioner comprising
an indoor air-cooled heat exchanger (105),
an outdoor air-cooled heat exchanger (107),
a water-cooled heat exchanger (104) with a water
tank,
a compressor (101) comprising a suction side and a
discharge pipe for circulating a refrigerant;
an expansion valve (109),
a four-way valve (103),
first, second, third an fourth solenoid valves (110,
111, 112, 113)
wherein the suction side of the compressor (101) is
connected to an accumulator (102) and the dis-
charge pipe is connected to the D port of the four-
way (103) and its C port is connected to the outdoor
heat exchanger (107);
wherein the water-cooled heat exchanger (104) is
connected to E port and the third solenoid valve
(112);
wherein the outdoor heat exchanger (107) in con-
nected to the first solenoid valve (110) and the sec-
ond solenoid valve (111)
wherein the second solenoid valve (111) is connect-
ed to an electronic expansion valve (10) having a
balance port that is connected to a junction that con-
nected the expansion valve to the third (112) and
fourth (113) solenoid valve;
wherein a balance part of the second (111) and fourth
solenoid valve (113) are connected to the indoor heat
exchanger (105) and the indoor heat exchanger
(105) is connected to a "S" port of the four way valve
(103) and to the accumulator (102). wherein the con-
nection between the components forming a refriger-
ant circuit that is operable for cooling, water heating
and defrost functions.

2. Heat reclaim arrangement according to claim 1
wherein
an outdoor heat exchanger sensor (115) is provided
at the outdoor heat exchanger (107) to determine
frost condition on the outdoor heat exchanger (107).
an outdoor air sensor (114) disposed at the upstream
of air flow of the outdoor heat exchanger (107) for
measuring ambient temperature;
an indoor air sensor (117) disposed at the upstream
of air flow of the indoor heat exchanger (105) for
measuring room temperature.

3. A heat reclaim arrangement according to claim 1
wherein water heating mode is operation by ener-
gizing the four-way valve (103) and by opening the
third and first solenoid valves (112, 110) and by clos-
ing the second and fourth solenoid valves (111, 113)

4. A heat reclaim arrangement according to claim 1
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wherein defrost function during water heating mode
is operable by de-energizing the four-way valve
(103) and by opening the third and first solenoid
valves (112, 110) and by closing the second and
fourth solenoid valves (111, 113).

5. A heat reclaim arrangement according to claim 1
wherein cooling and water heating is operable by
energizing the four-way valve (103), open the third
and second (112, 111) solenoid valves and close
first and fourth (110, 113) solenoid valves

6. A heat reclaim arrangement according to claim 1
wherein cooling is operable by de-energizing the
four-way valve (103), open the first and the fourth
(110, 113) solenoid valves and close second and
third (111, 112) solenoid valves.
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